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Have you noticed that packages are smaller at the grocery store? If so, you're not alone. A majority of U.S. adults
have noticed shrinkflation — products shrinking in size while prices stay the same or increase. And about two out
of three are very or somewhat concerned about the trend.

Consumers were most likely to say they noticed shrinkflation with snack items, followed by pantry items and
frozen food. Shoppers also noticed it with meat, bread, beverages, dairy, produce, and other items. Here's what
consumers did when they noticed shrinkflation.

Source: Morning Consult, August 29, 2022 (multiple responses allowed)
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Key Retirement and Tax Numbers for 2023
Every year, the Internal Revenue Service announces
cost-of-living adjustments that affect contribution limits
for retirement plans and various tax deduction,
exclusion, exemption, and threshold amounts. Here
are a few of the key adjustments for 2023.

Estate, Gift, and Generation-Skipping
Transfer Tax
• The annual gift tax exclusion (and annual

generation-skipping transfer tax exclusion) for 2023
is $17,000, up from $16,000 in 2022.

• The gift and estate tax basic exclusion amount (and
generation-skipping transfer tax exemption) for 2023
is $12,920,000, up from $12,060,000 in 2022.

Standard Deduction
A taxpayer can generally choose to itemize certain
deductions or claim a standard deduction on the
federal income tax return. In 2023, the standard
deduction is:

• $13,850 (up from $12,950 in 2022) for single filers or
married individuals filing separate returns

• $27,700 (up from $25,900 in 2022) for married joint
filers

• $20,800 (up from $19,400 in 2022) for heads of
household

The additional standard deduction amount for the blind
and those age 65 or older in 2023 is:

• $1,850 (up from $1,750 in 2022) for single filers and
heads of household

• $1,500 (up from $1,400 in 2022) for all other filing
statuses

Special rules apply for those who can be claimed as a
dependent by another taxpayer.

IRAs
The combined annual limit on contributions to
traditional and Roth IRAs is $6,500 in 2023 (up from
$6,000 in 2022), with individuals age 50 or older able
to contribute an additional $1,000. The limit on
contributions to a Roth IRA phases out for certain
modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) ranges (see
chart). For individuals who are active participants in an
employer-sponsored retirement plan, the deduction for
contributions to a traditional IRA also phases out for
certain MAGI ranges (see chart). The limit on
nondeductible contributions to a traditional IRA is not
subject to phaseout based on MAGI.

Note: The 2023 phaseout range is $218,000-$228,000 (up from
$204,000-$214,000 in 2022) when the individual making the IRA
contribution is not covered by a workplace retirement plan but is filing jointly
with a spouse who is covered. The phaseout range is $0-$10,000 when the
individual is married filing separately and either spouse is covered by a
workplace plan.

Employer-Sponsored Retirement Plans
• Employees who participate in 401(k), 403(b), and

most 457 plans can defer up to $22,500 in
compensation in 2023 (up from $20,500 in 2022);
employees age 50 or older can defer up to an
additional $7,500 in 2023 (up from $6,500 in 2022).

• Employees participating in a SIMPLE retirement plan
can defer up to $15,500 in 2023 (up from $14,000 in
2022), and employees age 50 or older can defer up
to an additional $3,500 in 2023 (up from $3,000 in
2022).

Kiddie Tax: Child's Unearned Income
Under the kiddie tax, a child's unearned income above
$2,500 in 2023 (up from $2,300 in 2022) is taxed using
the parents' tax rates.
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Creating Your Own Operation London Bridge
"London Bridge is down." On September 8, 2022,
those words were reportedly used to launch what was
arguably the most complex end-of-life proceedings the
world has ever witnessed: the funeral arrangements
for Queen Elizabeth II. The plan, known as Operation
London Bridge, laid out in exacting detail how the
ensuing days would unfold. Although most families
don't need a playbook as intricate as the royals, a
comprehensive end-of-life plan can significantly ease
the burden on family members during a highly
emotional period.

Guidance in a Medical Crisis
What would happen if you became incapacitated and
could not make financial or medical decisions for
yourself? To help ensure that your affairs continue to
be managed by someone you trust and according to
your wishes, you might consider creating a durable
power of attorney (DPOA) and an advance medical
directive.

A DPOA authorizes someone to manage your finances
on your behalf, while a medical directive documents
your wishes for medical care, such as whether you
want extraordinary measures to prolong life if there is
no chance of recovery. There are several types of
DPOAs and advance medical directives; each has its
own purpose, benefits, and drawbacks and may not be
effective in some states.

Funeral Instructions
Planning your funeral or similar commemoration can
relieve significant stress on your family members.
Decisions would typically cover whether you want a
burial or cremation, a wake with or without viewing, a
religious ceremony or secular event, and could include
details such as music, readings, speakers/clergy,
flowers, venues, and an obituary. You might discuss
thoughts with family members, taking their ideas into
consideration. You might also consult a trusted funeral
director who can help you navigate the various
options, decide whether to prepay for arrangements,
and become a valuable resource to your family when
the time comes.

Estate Management
The most fundamental components of an estate plan
are also among the most important: a will and a letter
of instruction.

A will states how you wish to disburse your assets,
names an executor to act as your legal representative,
provides guidance for the management of your
financial affairs, and (if appropriate) identifies who you
want to be guardian of your minor children and their
assets. A letter of instruction has no legal status but
provides vital details that complement your will (see
graphic).

You might also familiarize yourself with the
death-related tax rules at both the federal and state
levels. The 2023 federal estate tax exemption is
$12.92 million. Although that sounds like a lot, 17
states impose their own estate and/or inheritance tax —
most at much lower thresholds. When you consider
that an estate includes the value of your home,
insurance policies, retirement plans, and other assets,
it may be easier than you'd expect to trigger a taxable
situation. (Estate tax is imposed on the estate of the
deceased, while an inheritance tax is imposed on the
beneficiary.)

Seek Assistance
For more information on how to create your own
Operation London Bridge, contact an estate planning
attorney. Once your plan is established, store all
documents in a safe place and communicate its
location to your executor.
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Random Acts of Financial Kindness

Prepared by Broadridge Investor Communication Solutions, Inc. Copyright 2023

This is a resource that will answer your most important financial question, namely:

• If employed – When can I retire?

• If not employed – Can I stay retired?

Contour Financial will answer this question, suggest alternative scenarios, if needed, and implement investment strategies in order to
reach your objectives.

Customized strategies are developed and implemented. Personalized service is provided by Certified Financial Planners (CFP) and/or
Certified Public Accountants (CPA) to clients. Investment, retirement, tax planning & preparation, estate, insurance, cash flow and
education planning are all integral parts to the process.

Contour Financial is a private wealth management business located in Orland Park, Illinois. We work primarily with middle income and
wealthy clients. As a long-term National Association of Personal Financial Advisors (NAPFA) fee-only firm, all compensation is fully
disclosed. For clients seeking investment management by our firm, assets are held at Charles Schwab Institutional, an industry leader.

Acts of kindness, even small ones, can have lasting
benefits. You may not always see the impact of your
investment of time or money, but your acts of kindness
will ripple through the lives of people you know...or
don't know. Here are some ideas for practicing
financial kindness.

Pay It Forward...or Backward
• Hand out gift cards in small denominations. Add in

an extra one with a note asking that it be paid
forward to someone else.

• Ask the manager of your local grocery store if you
can buy pizza to thank employees for their hard
work.

• Give a generous tip along with an encouraging note.
• Pay for the lunch of someone behind you in line.
• Buy extra groceries to donate to the food pantry the

next time you shop.
• Recognize someone else's kind act with a note of

thanks, public recognition, or a small gift.

Share Your Time and Talents
• Hire an intern or volunteer to mentor someone.
• Share what you've learned about finances with

someone who could benefit from your expertise.
• Write a job recommendation.
• Offer your professional services for free.

Help Others Prosper
• Contribute to a scholarship fund in your community

to help a student finish school.
• Donate books on finance to your local school or

library.
• Support a financial literacy program.
• Help someone save for the future.
• Set up monthly donations to a favorite charity in

someone's honor.
• Start a fundraiser for a good cause.

Don't Forget to Be Kind to Yourself
• Attend a financial seminar or webinar to learn how

you might improve your financial health.
• Accept help from others and allow them to

experience the joy that comes from being kind.
• Save for a rainy day.
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